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I am asking that Oshawa City Bylaws be looked at in regards to trees so as to protect 
the safety of homeowners, their property and their peace of mind. 

I have lived in my home 20 years and have watched my neighbors tree grow 
considerably in height and now towers 3-4 times the height of my 2 story home. 

I have been attempting to get the owner to trim it down for the past 10 years to no avail. 

Issues caused by this tree: 

• Tree sap on my new car and property.

• branches of assorted sizes falling on my property and car.

Seasonal damage: 

• Incredible amount of acorn shaped seedlings which are extremely sticky and
adhere to anything and everything, they get sun baked onto anything that they
have landed on. This included my new car, eves troughs, patio and patio
furniture. Then they get carried in the house via our feet.

• This is followed by purple caterpillar looking seeding averaging up to 8 inches
long that when stepped on or lands on leaves them purple stained.

• Braches that break off and in numerous occasions have landed on or near us,
sometimes in even the slightest wind as no maintenance for dead branches is
ever done. From their height they pick up speed and bounce of other branches
so as they land hard and cross the short distance from the tree to my house.

• 60-80 leaf bags at my expense to clean up from this tree each season.

• I have to clean my gutters on average every 2 weeks, as the droppings stick,
clog and gather in the eves trough. This compounds as nothing gets past the
clumps and rain water backs up.

Winter Damage 

• Each winter, the worst being the ice storm a couple of years ago, when several
main branches and many very large branches broke and did damage to my
property. While I realize that ice storms are not regular each winter, heavy snow
is. Both of which have caused me grief and damage with breaking branches each
year.

• The base of this tree is quite close to my house, approx 24 feet.  It is maybe 6-8
feet from my driveway at the base.
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Driveway Damage 

• I am in need of my driveway being redone due to the tree roots pushing up and 
breaking holes though the asphalt but have held this off due to this problem 
simply causing the same damage again.  The base of the tree is very wide and 
the tree extremely high so no doubt in my mind the roots are up against my home 
and are likely the cause of leakage in my basement. 

I have spoken with the owner many times over the past 10 years as each year this has 
become more of a concern. I have pointed out the danger of the tree not only to my 
property but also 3 other homes affected by it, should it fall. 

I have made him aware of the damages I have had to deal with and the personal safety 
issues to persons when branches fall from that height and pick up speed before they 
land. 

Each time his reply is of the smug sort, "not my problem. That is what your insurance is 
for". Last year I called the Bylaw Officers to deal with 2 branches in particular.  Both in 
the range of 20-25 ft long stripped of bark and dead. They are on the tree owners side 
but if they fall, the circumstances are such they would fall on my side. They would land 
like a long spear onto whatever they hit.   

I now see that yet another tree has been planted on their property 3 ft from my garage, 
2 ft from our property line and in a spot that will, as the tree grows, directly affect an 
already diminishing sunshine in my yard. This new tree planted this season has already 
grown by 1/3 of its original height. 

Unfortunately and to my dismay, the Officer that attended told me that unless a tree is in 
imminent danger of falling or branches are clearly broken and hanging the Bylaw Officer 
has no power according to current bylaws.  

I should at this time point out a few years ago I called regarding a tree on the other side 
of my property that I also felt was dangerous.  I was then told that as long as the tree 
was healthy there was nothing I could do.  2 months later this 3 story tree fell across my 
property, partially suspended and held above my garage by Cable and Telephone lines 
it landed across. It was rotted out within, at a 4 ft height. Many branches that did reach 
the ground in an area of my yard we frequently used for sunbathing and entertaining 
speared into the ground 2 feet deep. That would have just crushed and possibly killed 
anyone who would have been there. 

This was on a calm summer day. Fortunately by luck, we were not in the yard at the 
time and nobody was injured. Cleanup and disposal of that tree my expense and 
problem. 
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Current laws that favor trees and tree owners have in essence left little to no protection 
for neighboring homes. What little that is in place is not a responsibility of the tree owner 
but simply allows a neighbor the right to trim whatever overhangs their property, at their 
expense and subject to stringent rules. No responsibility is in place for the tree owners, 
the owners who have all the control of the tree. 

My understanding is the Courts have left it up to the cities to take up the legal action via 
bylaws. 

I believe we need bylaws that cover: 

• Owner responsibility to maintain health of a tree they own. 

• Owner responsibility to maintain a height deemed reasonable within a distance 
determined by City Officials of any dwelling and driveway. 

• Removal of any branches that are dead, not just broken and/or hanging. 

• ‘New tree planting’ guidelines as to distance from any dwelling. 

Sadly not all people care about the affect they have on their neighbors and such bylaws 
become necessary for their protection. It should not land on the neighbors to maintain a 
tree not owned or have rights to. Tree owners need to be made responsible. 

I anxiously await your response as I would like to again enjoy my home free of damage 
and injury. 

Paul Nadeau 
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